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Presidents Message 

 
It sure is good to see Springtime 

again. Time to get into the shop 
and get started on the projects I 

have on my list (well, that’s after I 

finish the upgrades Mary Jane has 

planned for the kitchen). I will be 

starting my fourth blanket chest. I 
have done three, but I have ten 

grandchildren, so it will take me a 

while. 

Speaking of projects, don’t forget 
to send pictures of your projects 

to Bob Tardiff for the newsletter 

so we can all see what you are do-

ing. I have just finished a walnut 

base for a friend who carved a six 
foot Indian from the same  tree 

David and I got 500 board feet of 

walnut from. I will pass on a pic-

ture when the Indian is mounted. 
Special thanks to the guys who 

volunteered for the workshop 

committee,  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

they have some interesting pro-

jects set up for this year. We will 

also build one extra of each item 
to be entered into the auction at 

our dinner in November. 

Enjoy the springtime and make 

sawdust. 

 
Respectfully, 

Jack L. Dalton 

 

Programs 
March 20:  Dan Connell, son of Don Connell,  is our speaker.  He will bring tools 

and jigs used to build guitars and walk us through the guitar build process. 
 

 

April 4 (tentative):  A hands on workshop on making a finger joint jig.  See the 

MDW webpage for further details. 

 

Other tentative workhops for 2020: 

Making a Jewelry Box, Router Plane, Step stool/Tool tote, and Sharpening. 
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Member Projects 

Note from the editor: 

 

If you have a project you would like to share in the newsletter, please email a picture or 

two along with a brief description to RMTardiff@comcast.net  

 

And, if you would like to submit pictures of workshops you have attended, shows, sales, a 
jig or a tool you found useful or interesting, etc. please attach them to an email along with 

a brief description and email to RMTardiff@comcast.net 

 

Finally, many thanks to David Southerland and Jack Dalton, for their help in getting me set 
up to produce this newsletter.   I especially appreciate all the electronic resources David 

shared. 

 

-Bob Tardiff 

Bob Wolak sent in this photo of a yoga mat holder he 

made for his niece.  She is a psychologist and uses yoga in 
her therapy.  The holder mounts to the wall and can hold 

three yoga mats.  “The panel has three symbols on it: a 
drop of water, a lotus flower, and tea leaves “I 

think”.  These are the symbols she has on her business 
card.  This is some more of my marquetry work.  I took 

died veneers and cut out the shapes then glued them down 

to a piece of MDF. Then installed the panel in the frame.” 

Thanks for sending this in Bob! 
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Waste Not, Want Not 
 

By Bob Tardiff 

     This month’s featured shop is Darrell Mason’s.   His is in a 28 X 16 foot section of a building about 

twice that size.   The other side of the building is currently used for storage, but is planned to be the 
place where the heavy duty cutting, planning and sanding will be done, leaving the current shop clean for 

finishing and display of antiques. 

 

      The shop is fully insulated, has plenty of windows, a small woodstove for heat and a window AC 
unit.   It has large windows with a southern exposure, which means there is a lot of natural heat and 

light.  The shop is fully wired and also has outlets in the middle of the floor for tools like his table saw.  
It has both 110 and 220 circuits, but Darrell wishes he had more of the 220 variety in particular in the 

floor for the table saw. 

 

       Dust collection for the tools is done at the tool with a shop vac that easily connects to each. Dust 

in the air is taken care of by an old furnace fan and motor housed in a plywood box near the ceiling 
with three layers of standard furnace filters on the front.  The inner two layers don’t really get dirty – 

all the dust is caught by the outer layer and that is readily removed and shook out from time to time.  

Dust Collection 

 

Space Saving Drop Leaf  
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       Darrell enjoys repurposing materials.   So, for ex-

ample, the drop leaf work table pictured above ex-

tends his table saw and is made from plywood that 

once was part of a local fruit stand.   The shiny maple 

benchtop is a piece of a bowling lane that was part of 

the old Milford Bowling Lanes.   And like many of the 

other members’ shops, many tools are on wheels.   

Darrell has all the usual tools, and, in addition, he is a 

collector of antique tools. Some of which are on dis-

play and some on the other side in storage.  

 

Recently, Darrell acquired two well-used machine 

tools, a 3-in-1 mill and a lathe.  His most recent wood-

working project is the two rolling cabinets that he built 

for these machines. Now he is putting them back into 

working condition. 

 

 

 

 

 

Maple benchtop & Stanley plane 
model 46 

3 in 1 mill and drill press 
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One antique tool that caught my eye is a Miller Pratt drill 

press dating from the early 1900’s.   Notice that operating 

the machine requires a good bit of skill:   One hand would 

be turning the crank which turned the bit, and the other 

hand would be turning the nob at the top to lower the bit.   

All this needed to be done smoothly.  I expect a helper would 

come in handy if the piece couldn’t be clamped.   

And on display he has the 1940’s version of “the internet” for 

woodworkers, a series of four volumes containing almost every-

thing a woodworker would need to know.   The bars on the windows aren’t to thwart crime, but 

were repurposed from a garden project his Dad was going do.  When his parents’ house was sold, 

he learned how to weld and fitted them to his windows where they serve as a place to hang 

things! 

 

 

 

 

 

Goodell-Pratt drill press 
produced 1895-1931  
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       Here are a few more pictures of some of the antique tools Darrell has collected.   Many 

thanks to Darrel for the tour of his shop and antique museum.  
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Toy Shop 2020  
Work in the Toy Shop is progressing nicely.  There are four toys in progress:  a doll bed,  a 

coloring book and crayon holder, a train,  and a xylophone.   The puzzle Wits End is finished and a 

piggy bank is in the planning stage.    

Wits End.   Get the ring off the post and Final test of xylophone 

Train parts  Ready for finishing 


